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Maximum marks :80
Time 2.30 hrs.
Answer all questions
You are agitating against the neglect of traditional are from I your locality.
Write two catchy slogans
(Hints: Protect our art , Protect our culture)

2

You have decided to conduct a seminar on the Endosulfan issue. Draft the notice
That you have to prepare for it.

6

For a women’s magazine
you interview Albert Sheweitzer’s wife. Write four
Questions that you ask her with her answer to them.

8

The Bennet Sisters , Elizabeth and Jane are alike in character. Express your agreement
or disagreement comparing and contrasting the characters.

6

Road not Taken by Robert Frost reminded you of a similar experience and you
Decide to write a letter to a friend about it. Draft the letter
Only at the first meeting, Charity under stands that Joe is a computer. She writes
her diary that day. Write the diary for her.

8
8

You had plan to purchase many things to your house using their purchase system
But “Never Never Nest”
made you rethink it. Write a paragraph on it in not
more than 80 marks.

7

You are the reporter of the local daily covering the murder trial in “The Case for the
Defence”. Prepare a newspaper report Presenting all the necessary details.

7.

You have decided to go on tour to Mandakini River Valley this time form your school.
Prepare an itinerary for the 4 day tour.

8

The rabbits words touched E.V.Lucas Later he given a speech in a function
Organized by the SPCA (Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals).
Write a speech that he may deliver on prevention of cruelty to animals

8

11.

Prepare a review of the poem “On Killing a True”.

8

12.

In a debate conducted on the topic “Computer is becoming a bane instead
Of a boon”. The points for it are given below. Write four points against it.
Computer replaces man
a) Makes man lazy
b) Man is away form nature due to it
c) It dehumanizes us and creates computer buffs.
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pdfMachine
A pdf writer that produces quality PDF files with ease!
Produce quality PDF files in seconds and preserve the integrity of your original documents. Compatible across
nearly all Windows platforms, simply open the document you want to convert, click “print”, select the
“Broadgun pdfMachine printer” and that’s it! Get yours now!
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